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I was invited to give a research/business talk at four different institutions: 

• Prof. Yonggang Wen – Nanyang Technological University 
• Prof. Roger Zimmermann – March 28th: National University of Singapore 
• Prof. Salil Kanhere – University of New South Wales 
• Mr. Ollencio D'Souza – Engineers Australia (Sydney Section) 

The title of the talk was “Scaling adaptive streaming systems with network support.” The talks lasted 
from one hour to 1.5 hours, and were followed by discussion sessions that lasted 30 minutes to two 
hours. 

In the talk, I first described the existing and emerging HTTP adaptive streaming service models along 
with all the workflows for content generation, distribution and consumption, then showed that when 
multiple streaming clients shared a network bottleneck, bad things would happen. I presented a 
network-based and a control plane solution to address the associated problems. Throughout the 
talk, I listed problems or issues that needed further investigation. These parts were specifically 
appreciated by the graduate students looking for problems in their research projects. I expect with 
this talk, there will new opportunities for collaboration between Ozyegin University and the host 
universities. At National University of Singapore, we have already identified a problem to work on 
together. Overall, the feedback was quite positive for the talks. One said “Your talk was very practical 
and enjoyable with quite a few new ideas that would have been of value to the attendees.” 

The slides for these talks are available at my personal Web site.  
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